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ABSTRACT
The practice of landscape architecture is most often a cultivation of open space alongside an open-ended dialogue with the presence and complexities of the cultural and natural features of places, usually resulting in projects generating site resolution rather than pure invention *ex nihilo*. However, when working with the more unpredictable qualities of sites as in water-made landscapes, designers often lack mapping and representational tools capable of capturing and expressing ephemeral qualities - *dynamics, relationships* and *atmospheres*. These abstract qualities, that exist over physical site conditions, correspond to the fields of natural sciences and to spatial aesthetics. The Travelling Transect method, inspired by Alexander von Humboldt’s method of transareal travelling and transversal collecting of ephemeral information from site, informs our exploratory fieldwork in the water landscapes of the Canary Islands, adopting the working title Canarysect. Seeking altered expressions of the abstract qualities of places, we test three well-known tools: the *sketch*, the *photo* and the *model* in response to the site conditions that meet us along the journey. While acknowledging these tools’ familiarity in everyday practice, the Canarysect project negotiates testing and capture of the dynamic, relational and atmospheric qualities encountered along lines of transect across island lands and waters. Individual sketching, photography and modelling gestures merge into a common archipelago of thinking around the water landscapes of the Canaries. Through the medium of the Nordes 2013 exhibition, coexisting tableaux of imagery and form produce another mapping of already-known island landscapes, brought to contemporary presence through a gaze informed by the layered histories of the landscapes and peoples, sites and programs.

INTRODUCTION: CAPTURING SITE QUALITIES
Site as entity, both object and as essential nature, is recognised by spatial designers as a paramount issue for their work, and over the last decade theorising about site has been a developing theme in design research. As researchers approaching site from a landscape architectural perspective, we identify the ways with which designers handle site qualities as a compelling area for contemporary design research. In current design practice, we observe that designers often address sites from a static and material point of view as empty play grounds to host new design inventions, overlooking much of that which exists, and especially the more ephemeral yet constitutive site properties such as relationships, dynamics, and atmospheres. This means that 21st century designers have not completely left behind the legacy of the modernistic era of the 20th century, which promoted design from scratch, complete with respective design methods to shape sites seen as *tabula rasa* – static, empty, bounded, functional units devoid of history or dynamism. Understandably, this legacy has led to a lack of appropriate design methods and work modes able to transform sites through taking on their mutable extant qualities rather than to design them anew according to a universal recipe. However, there is a tendency to increasingly acknowledge site specificity that is paralleled by an increased ecological awareness focusing on dynamic and relational site properties, such as flux and flow on the one hand, and on atmospheric site properties leading to an expanded understanding of aesthetics on the other.

This context motivates us to formulate the critical need to develop methods that enable designers to better capture the more intangible aspects of existing sites to...
support *relational* transformation. We argue that contemporary design practitioners can expand their conceptual thinking and work modes through utilising design research to help elaborate these methods, which in turn can offer new site-specific driving forces to design practice. Our particular aim is to qualify the understanding of water landscapes as sites of relational, dynamic and atmospheric qualities in order to develop consciousness for their ephemeral and constitutive features. This understanding lays the foundation for improved landscape design and development. To achieve this objective we want to add to the landscape architectural ‘toolbox’ the first steps toward the development of an informed landscape analytical method that captures and represents the relational, the dynamic and the atmospheric qualities of water landscapes. As a means to focus around on-site qualities we investigate fieldwork travel as an immediate and mobile form of site exploration, complementary to the in-studio ‘overlooking’ site study of mediated site aspects in documents such as statistics, maps, Google searches and other diagrams. Our fieldwork method seeks to make the site an active participant to address the dynamic and changing qualities of places and their environmental contexts; a maker rather than simply bearer of meaning (Kahn 1996: 180). We explore the ways the more ephemeral relational, dynamic and atmospheric site qualities, often overlooked in current design practice, can be better captured through this method, and we set up a travelling experiment to test it. In this paper we report on the theoretical foundation that has helped us outlining the method, we explain what it consists of, how we have set up our experiment, what we have found on site during our experimental fieldwork, and how we evaluate our findings.

Taking the 18th and early 19th century traveller, writer and explorer Alexander von Humboldt as our methodological (and spiritual) guide we adopt a transareal approach, understood as exploring a particular geographical and cultural area from the perspective of another geographical and cultural area but on an equal footing and in order to generate new knowledge through relational thinking through an open-minded redefinition of local empirical studies. Our research team, composed of two Northern European and one Australian landscape academics, is armed with varying experiences and preconceptions according to our home landscapes, to explore test sites in the exotic - as in the sense of the other - Canary Islands landscapes. Our primary historical guide in this collaboration is Alexander von Humboldt, not the least because he first used the Canaries as a test site in preparation for his trips to the Americas, and we experiment with how the translation of his historic travelling fieldwork approach may be relevant to contemporary research practice. We base our experiment on a contemporary interpretation of Humboldttian science put forward by researchers of various fields around German scholar Ottmar Ette: ‘Research subjects and objects are understood as crossing individual areas of scientific inquiry. That is, they emerge from relations, circulation, and interactions beyond the local’ (Kutzinski et al. 2012: 215). Our contemporary travelling fieldwork involves on-site fieldwork in a travel mode inspired by long-distance Australian road trips, travelled by car. It relies on the following method, nominated as ‘transect’ in previous educational programs. From existing knowledge we draw a transect line over the site for exploration, linking areas of interest so far identified to prepare the itinerary. On site, our knowledge expands with every kilometre travelled and every exploration made on a stop, and we correct or deviate from the itinerary to meet the needs of our immediate curiosity and questioning of the unfamiliar. Along the way, we adopt and test familiar tools that we assume to have the capacity to capture dynamic, relational and atmospheric site qualities: photographs, videos, sketches, models, writing and annotating, and ourselves as sensing, thinking and communicating subjects engaged in the multiple processes required by travelling - together.

In previous research, we have identified water landscapes as potent areas for investigation of sites understood as transient (Parodi 2010). We understand that the influence of water conditions on human settlements and the effects of human practices on aquatic systems over time can only be apprehended in the perspective of economic, climatic and social change. Generic solutions are particularly inappropriate to specific and dynamic water landscapes exposed to ongoing change, prompting our proposal for a new acknowledgment and representation of site particularities from which the design of water landscapes can shift from an imposition of universal solutions into a transformation of sites through apprehending their existing qualities.

**THEORY: TRANSFORMATION, TRANSAREAL, SERENDIPITY, SITE**

Our theoretical background includes contemporary postmodern and post-structuralist theories formulated in the arts, in landscape architecture, in urban design and planning, relating to concepts of transformation, the transareal, serendipity, and site. Our other source of inspiration lies in the reinterpretation of the historical figure Alexander von Humboldt who regarded science as a mobile, transareal enterprise that moves across disciplinary and geographical boundaries and territories. Humboldt practiced such mobility of thought and application accordingly in his fieldwork through mapping and writing as witnessed in his journals and recent scholarly reinterpretations. Noticing the current state of segregated knowledge, which is counterproductive to capturing water landscapes as physical phenomena to be measured and experienced in as manifold and interrelated, we draw on Humboldt’s scholarship to exceed these limitations and explore the potentials of a more nuanced view.
PERCEPTIVE TRANSFORMATION

Designers have not completely left behind the legacy of the modernistic era of 20th century that promoted design from scratch while shaping sites regarded largely as tabula rasa. This leads us to sketch out perspectives for the redefinition of design methods as transformative approaches. Transformation is a situation when something is changed from one state to another – from ‘something’ to the new, or at least altered, ‘something else’ – a condition that recognises that neither before, nor after, is static (Braae, forthcoming). While the traditional design act is associated with originality in terms of ‘the new’, novelty in transformation is rather associated with the ability to create a dialogue for change with the existent. Such transformations depend upon site-related knowledge, ideally focused on enhancing relations between the nostalgic/place-bound and the not-nostalgic/nomadic, between the material and the immaterial, and between the past/present known and the future unknown (Kwon 2002). The design process is therefore influenced in terms of integrating and balancing the aesthetic reality found on site, gaining understanding of the broad notion of aesthetics (‘aisthesis’, Böhme 2006), and adopting an approach opposed to the traditional privileged, mediated and also distanced view.

Within transformation the existent reality becomes the main driver, and design thus becomes a hermeneutic agency privileging novelty through focus on creating new perceptions of the existing rather than an ex nihilo creation of new objects. If transformation does not necessarily imply that the future is subordinate to the present the sum of the dialogue between the existent and the intervention results in production without a predetermined relationship. Furthermore the outcome is always incomplete; it is a priori open for further design intervention due to its heterogeneous and compound character based upon a paradigm of complexity beyond one of harmony (Braae-Diedrich 2012). We see the interplay of immediate apprehension of and mediated intervention on sites as intrinsic to design understood as transformation, an approach we consider underestimated in current design research. That is why we propose to enhance immediate site apprehension through fieldwork, in order to grasp the qualities that are otherwise overlooked, namely the relational, the dynamic and the atmospheric, and to represent them as useful models to inform design practice.

TRANSAREAL TRAVELLING

Humboldt’s scientific approach is appropriated to assist us to re-envision the current epistemology. Dating back to the turn of the 18th to the 19th century, his work operated within an environment characterised by an intense movement of globalisation through seafaring and increased trade with the colonies. We now find similar, yet arguable more ephemeral conditions of global movement driven by the globalised economy. The changing world then required a changing worldview, and in his time Humboldt advanced two ‘epistemological revolutions’, which we recognise as similar to the threshold situation now. These approaches were not fully exploited then and have subsequently been forgotten or misinterpreted over the development of science into segmented and specialised areas in the late 19th and in the 20th century. Yet, according to contemporary researchers, they promise to deliver a highly valuable foundation for the adaptation of today’s scientific model to better counteract the unstable conditions of the 21st century. For us they deliver the base for examining a new site understanding and an appropriate site exploration method, fostering design as transformation.

Humboldt’s first epistemological revolution consisted in the rejection of pure reflection at distance (epitomised by the encyclopaedic knowledge of the French philosophers of 18th century) and posited empirical exploration on site as the new authority for reliable knowledge generation. Humboldt’s two great travels to the Americas (1799-1804) and to Central Asia (1829) adately depict his work mode in practice through his reliance on fieldwork, on immediate observation by (his) subject observer and eventually relating his findings through critical thought to his context in an ever evolving process of knowledge generation. This is precisely his second epistemological revolution: Humboldt posited knowledge as an open work, continuously in motion just as he practiced as a researcher, crossing boundaries between areas of study, exploring their interrelatedness and relational dynamics, and seeing science as a transareal pursuit. He was a pioneer of this approach in opposition to the established intellectual boundaries between disciplines and territories of the day, many of which have evolved into the specialised disciplines and area studies we still know today.

Humboldt’s appreciation of the open-ended and the relational has generated his particular format of writing, communicating and publishing, namely through texts that feature multiple cross-references and side stories in a meandering footnote apparatus, through book series conceived along forthcoming editions and through comprehensive publication of images produced by artists utilising his sketches and notes. This particularity has also earned him disdain, and many of his thousands of pages have been published in falsifying shortcuts and misinterpreting translations. Many researchers today content that Humboldt’s time has come again and as a scientific figure his work embodies such merit as to be rediscovered and reinterpreted from primary sources (cf. Ette 2012 and 2009, Kutzinski 2012, Gebauer 2009, Humboldt 2004/1810-13 and 2004/ 1845).

From our readings and research perspective, Humboldt’s claim seems to be more up-to-date then
ever: everything in our world is interrelated, and only a science understood as mobile can help us generate appropriate knowledge for complex contemporary landscapes. Our transect experiment includes the translation of this historical approach to our contemporary enterprise: Humboldt submits site thinking on site-thinking, and site knowledge as open-ended evolutionary knowledge. We intend to contribute to the transareal and trans-scalar understanding of Humboldt’s scientific model by our gaze framed through the lens of contemporary landscape architecture in a problem-oriented research approach seeking to capture the relational, the dynamic and the atmospheric qualities of sites.

INTENTIONAL SERENDIPITY
The open-mindedness of Alexander von Humboldt’s approach corresponds with a design research epistemology that today is articulated by French urban researcher François Ascher in his writings about serendipity (Ascher 2009). The concept of serendipity involves circumstances that allow for finding what you have not been searching for. Ascher highlights that in a context of uncertainty the capacity of researching alone is insufficient for tackling problems without the ability to deploy the unexpected. Our complex contemporary world is increasingly more calculated and reasoned, and less traditional, therefore less reliant on well-known patterns resulting in the “hypermodern” condition. The nature of research is impacted through the necessity to produce new profitable knowledge in relationship to multiple individual and collective actions and decisions, to mobilize more reflection and knowledge for every action and decision and consequently to produce an increasing array of choice often with resulting uncertainty. Ascher invites researchers to shift from casual, unintended serendipity to conscious, intentional serendipity. With uncertainty as a starting point such an invitation entices a considerable shift in epistemology and methodology and encourages findings produced through situational interaction and exchange. (Ascher 2009: 88). Our design research consciously approaches serendipity as an important mode of discovery; through the medium of the transect the organizing function is the line/itinerary of travel and serendipity is what crosses the line/itinerary and causes us to pause and record or map whatever situation is thrown up at us on site.

SENSING SITE
Concentrating on the relational, the dynamic and the atmospheric components of sites overlooked in current design practice, we find a theoretical foundation for their relevance in the contemporary writings of US scholars Burns and Kahn. Occupying a central position in the definition of what a site is from a design perspective is the relational construct. Burns and Kahn argue that even if designers are only attributed a site within the strict boundaries of the area given by a client as an area of intervention, they cannot conceive their design without transgressing these boundaries and relate to other geographical areas, and to past, present and future time frames. They ‘construct and construct’ site from an exchange between what they see in front of them and what they wish to have there, between ideas from outside (the physical site) and inside (disciplinary norms, personal convictions, societal ideals), and between the real as observed and the real (Burns/Kahn 2005: xv).

The relational dynamic is the key notion from which the whole body of ecological knowledge evolves, especially in respect to water landscapes. Furthermore, contemporary authors found their definition of landscape on it. American writer J.B. Jackson addresses landscape as ‘no more than a collection, a system of man-made spaces on the surface of the earth (…). It is where the slow, natural processes of growth and maturity and decay are deliberately set aside and history is substituted. (…) A landscape is where we speed up or retard or divert the cosmic program and impose our own’ (Jackson 1984: 156). Shaping sites is therefore a continuously performative action and we need to understand the existing dynamics of sites in order to work with them. This thought is confirmed by US landscape architect and scholar James Corner who proposes shifting our attention from the formal characteristics of landscape - its simple appearance - to its formative effects over time - how it works and what it does - to ‘the activities of design and the effects of constructed landscapes in time’ (Corner 1999: 4). With Corner, we can acknowledge landscape as design activity, which is the human aspect of the constructed dynamism of sites.

The atmospheric is a central notion in phenomenology, defined as the interface of sites and our immediate sensing of them. According to German philosopher Gernot Böhme, atmospheres are produced by the site, by the observer and by the interplay of both (Böhme 2006). In post-phenomenology, atmospheres are defined as quantifiable ephemeral qualities, such as moisture, temperature and sound (Hillier 2005). These theories have so far only been exploited to a limited degree in designed landscapes.

DATA AND METHODS FOR A WATER LANDSCAPE TRANSECT

ON-SITE SENSING: RELATIONSHIPS, DYNAMICS, ATMOSPHERES
In our project to practice a transareal approach to water landscapes, we seek to refine how to unpack the three previously defined aspects of relationships, dynamics and atmospheres. The relational aspects of water landscapes can be understood spatially, functionally and across scale or territory. Firstly, spatial relationships can be detected from a study of the elements of a site and how they interact – this corresponds to a conventional architectural work analysis of the morphology and syntax of spaces. Secondly the functional aspects appear
through a comparison between program and site, between intended use and the site’s current state of human-nature-interaction – less common in prevalent design culture that imposes programs on sites. Thirdly, the scalar/territorial aspects can be detected through scrutiny of the site and the various realms and geographical areas it is connected to on local, regional and global scales – also less common in the design disciplines that work predominantly within their own defined scale limitations.

The dynamic qualities of water landscapes and how the use of water changes over time become apparent when studying developments in the evolving relationships of program to site, alongside the larger systems of influence such as geology and climatic progression over time. In normative practice analysing the dynamics across these different fields is new to many. The atmospheric features characterising water landscapes can be studied in phenomenological and post-phenomenological ways, including qualitative and quantitative methods: the humidity, temperature, light, noise of a site can be sensed through the body and expressed in visual, textual and modelling descriptions, as they are equally measured through scientific means involving tools such as hygrometers and thermometers.

ON-SITE METHOD: THE DEVIANT TRANSECT
Our on-site method has been inspired by Humboldt’s explorative travelling further informed by our previous experiences of an Australian-European educative and research collaboration on water landscapes, focusing on the bodily experience of the subject landscape at extensive yet personal scale, called the Transects. They involved a short-term (2 weeks), intensive, long distance field trip (1000 km), nominally organized along a line drawn across territories exhibiting apparent or presumed water-land conflicts, investigating the various design projects encountered along the way. The Transects are inspired by Australian road trips for landscape architecture students and academics, modelled on The Big Transect, undertaken by RMIT University in 1997. Three subsequent Transects as academic student and research collaborations have been undertaken over the past three years in southern Australia (Queensland University of Technology, 2009), Northwest Europe (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, 2010) and Scandinavia (University of Copenhagen, 2011). They engage with site and design through both experiential and intellectual approaches framed by an educational focus informed by fieldwork leading to the production of research questions. They arise from consciously serendipitous deviation from the itinerary while travelling, halting, observing something unexpected, further questioning it, identifying it as an issue (Diedrich/ Lee/ Raxworthy forthcoming).

The Canary Islands project, the Canarysect, is now conceived as the first solely research focused transect by three of the researchers who have been part of the previous transects; Ellen Braae (University of Copenhagen), Lisa Diedrich (Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences), and Gini Lee, (University of Melbourne).

A research transect comprises three phases; pre-travel preparation based upon the experience of the host or experienced guide, on-site travelling with companions, and post-travel evaluation and communication to others. Before departure, we define our itinerary just as we did for the educational transects. We use our pre-knowledge to draw a line across the site of study along the points of landscape that promise to help us capture relationships, dynamics and atmospheres. On site, we travel along the line, always receptive for deviation, and we take with us a set of tools allowing for capturing conditions and activities. On site, we often work in an analogous way, using our tools separately and then coming together to share our observations and collections.

Photographing and filming enables us to acknowledge atmospheres through framing, in capturing a moment and making it last, for contemplating details, colours, structures, scales and capturing small sequences of a dynamic site, including sound. Sketching and hand-drawing permits open and flexible depiction of details in a semi-automatic reflection mode, it allows superimposition of various observations of forms, structures, objects and their associations brought to clarity through annotation. Conceptual modelling seeks
to capture scales, spatial properties and relationships, while abstracting landscape complexity on the one hand, and expressing materiality on the other. Our modelling kit is composed of ‘as found’ small materials; timber pieces of various lengths, thickness, colour, metal geometries and plexiglass elements that can be used to quickly ‘build’ a model on site, on an appropriate ground. On-site abstract models are photographed and the elements removed back to their kit leaving only the indents and shadows of their fleeting appearance.

Sampling techniques such as collecting materials under our fee, allow us to gather ‘findings’ in a very immediate way, effective for collecting small and light weight on-site materials; rocks, soil, plants but also the detritus of found crafted objects and relics. Brought together, samples allow for comparison and can detect relationships, such as between rock textures, sand colours and plant types. Plants when pressed further reveal their abstract shapes, also producing imprints on the paper of the press book, as ghosting atmospheres of plants transformed through desiccation to become the collection of site elements in miniature. Conversations with locals, designers and professionals involved in landscape development help with gathering information and insight into current discourses and practices about the dynamics and relationships of local conditions – often along the way collaborations and associations arise towards a community of practice around the site.

After the trip, the findings consist of a collection of raw material: photos and small films, sketches and annotations, model photos, earth and plant samples, interview notes. This material is sorted, evaluated, combined, interpreted, synthesised and elaborated into a communicable representation of our findings. In this phase, the tools we used on site open various options of interaction, and also of evolution into digital media.

TEST SITE: THE CANARYSECT

In April 2013, the particular water landscapes of the archipelago of the Canary Islands were chosen as a test site, to explore methods for transformation through transareal travel. Calling ourselves the travelling transect gels (‘gels’ being Australian slang for ‘women’) we saw these islands presenting a perfect on-site laboratory as they are commonly acknowledged as a tourist destination, providing beaches, sun and general merriment as generic qualities, indistinguishable from any other mass tourism site. We sensed that most of their particularities are overlooked as the Canaries host a maximal variety of topographical and water conditions over a compact geographical expanse, able to be explored in the context of our transect experiment. Furthermore, the Canaries are a microcosm of the globalising world, subject to economic, environmental and social change affecting the predominant Canarian economy that relies on the universal recipe of mass tourism and fossil energy.

We sought to commence at Humboldt’s test site, his first extra-European halt before sailing to the Americas on the island of Tenerife, where he ascended the Teide volcano. The island represented to him an ‘Inselwelt’ of scientific endeavour – in German a duality of meaning – designating the island so complex that it both contains the whole world, but with the island as also part of the world that is composed of smaller and larger islands and sometimes whole continents, within the waters of the planet (Eitte 2009). When Humboldt sailed from Spain to the Canaries, his team set foot on ground at La Graciosa, the small satellite island of Lanzarote in the North of the archipelago, thinking is was Tenerife. They continued to Tenerife, having a week to study the island, especially the Northern slope and the crater of the Teide Volcano. After his American travel, he elaborated on vegetation storeys on the slope of the Teide and its related microclimates, on the settlement and agriculture of the Orotava valley, on the effects of the Spanish colonisation (cf. Gebauer 2009).

The Canaries are composed of seven islands of which the easternmost, Lanzarote and Fuerteventura, are arid and the western (Gran Canaria, Tenerife, La Palma, Gomera, El Hierro) are subtropical. This is due to the high volcanoes on the western islands, which capture the clouds of trade winds and receive rain to support vegetation which can thrive as their volcanic activity has since long ceased.

On the mountainous islands, and especially on Tenerife, with the Teide as the highest peak in Spain (almost 4000 m), the local population has always lived on the cooler, wetter and more fertile Northern slopes of the volcanoes, however recent mass tourism settlements and industries have developed on the dryer, sun-exposed Southern slopes (precipitation index for the Orotava valley on the Northern slope of Tenerife 370mm/y; for Santa Cruz on the Southern slope 250mm/y). The eastern islands feature lower lands where significant vegetation cover was exacerbated by volcanic activity enduring over longer time periods, especially visible in the lava lands of Lanzarote (precipitation index 150mm/y) and the wind-eroded slopes of Fuerteventura. The small island La Graciosa, where Humboldt first went ashore, is part of this volcanic regime while featuring no fresh water resources at all. Acknowledging these water conditions, we sketched out our Canarysect itinerary to traverse the islands from wet to bone-dry, across the weather and lee sides, over six days, using a car on the islands and the airplane or ferry between the islands: Tenerife North, Tenerife from North to South across the Teide, Tenerife South, Lanzarote, and La Graciosa.

The sun-exposed Canaries have been exploited by mass tourism since the 1970s, beneficial for the local economy but a threat to the existing landscapes of the Islands through a generic mono-cultural and imported approach affecting the fabric of Canaries’ ecological,
Figure 3-4: photocollage of Garachico rock pools, context sketches, model photo of Garachico coastal spaces, Tenerife; synthetic sketch of a cultivated barranco, photocollage of the urbanised Barranco de Santos in Santa Cruz de Tenerife; photos of samples from the rural barranco Los Valles, panorama photo of the Los Valles agricultural terraces, Lanzarote
social, and economical existence. Critical voices have
been raised against this monoculture since the 1970s,
namely in the person of Lanzarote-born artist and
architect César Manrique who investigated vernacular
building forms and settlements and commenced
exploration of the volcanic landscape site typology,
specifically in his architectural projects. He also fought
for the controlled development of tourism. Since
Manrique’s death in 1992, Fernando Gómez Aguilera,
his road companion and today director of the César
Manrique Foundation, promotes local claims through
his cultural institution based in Manrique’s old house
and from him we learnt of Manrique’s great projects to
preserve and exploit the unique aesthetic landscape of
his island home. Also on Lanzarote, architect Caroline
Bos, partner of the Dutch office UN Studio, has made
her sometimes home at the end of a local valley, among
tended fields and terraced hill slopes, and with her we
made a journey along the local valley experiencing the
age-old practices of water farming in the dry gullies.

La Graciosa introduced us to a local ethnographer in her
adopted home who guided us on a transect across the
island from coast to coast and from water story to small
constructions and unmarked sites of interest. And on
Tenerife, the local architects’ chamber has initiated
public activities to raise interest in local landscapes,
through a Biennial for art, architecture and landscape.
The director Juan Manuel Palerm, also partner of a
Tenerife based architecture practice, has created the
Canaries Landscape Observatory along with the
Biennial, promoting research and aiming at
implementing the policy of the European Landscape
Convention. In our conversations with Palerm we found
an enthusiastic audience for the transect idea as a
revealing method for the Canaries territory alongside
our exploration of his own water landscape
infrastructure project for the Barranco de Santos in
Santa Cruz.

FINDINGS: MORE THAN COASTLINES,
MORE THAN RAVINES
Our days of travelling transects had provided us with
more than enough material - from wet to dry, from
volcano to coast, across impassable rock plains to black
sand beaches, from sub-tropical density to bare aridity –
even thought we had originally planned to travel further.

We were particularly interested to complete our findings
on cultivated ravines, discovered in a very urban
typology in Tenerife and serendipitously discovering a
rural form of such a ravine and its terraced agricultural
landscape on Lanzarote where we invited to stay in a
farmland valley. In exploring these landscape features
we also came to express our different languages derived
from our various home country knowledge – the ravine
could also be a gully, a gorge, a canyon or a barranco in
Spanish. The realisation that transect travelling requires
both fast and slow travel is a temporal aspect of

landscape expression that is impossible to convey on
maps far from site – this is the benefit of fieldwork.

Arising from our travel across the rocky coasts of
Tenerife, Lanzarote and La Graciosa is the design
research condition where landscape elements become
prompts for recording and conversation. Our field notes
and images reveal atmospheres of exposure and
enclosure, danger and protection, the wet and fresh, the
salty, the dark and the bright, dynamics of erosion in the
long time frame. Our samples reveal rock textures and
support the atmospheric and relationships to where the
materials originate. Our films reveal water dynamics
over short sequences. Our models reveal relationships of
morphological elements on the architectural scale. Our
sketches reveal relationships of landscape entities such as
coast, ravines, cliffs and slopes at scale beyond detail.

Together, these prompts relate to: geology, topography,
wind and the water regime of the Canaries, the Canaries
as part of the African tectonic plateau that drifts
eastwards whereas the Americas drift westwards
creating volcanic activity, the volcanoes that ejected the
lava that ran down the slopes forming the rocky coasts,
the trade winds coming in and the northern coasts
exposed to them, wind and water erosion, the closeness
of the Sahara, winds in former times having deposited
yellow sand at particular spots of the Canaries that now
come to surface through wind erosion creating the
bright land masses of La Graciosa, and finally the
shallow waters between the eastern Canaries and the
African coast on the African shelf thus creating the rich
Canarian Saharan fishing bank and the shellfish rocks of
La Graciosa.

In all the cases the coast appears to constitute both a
separation line between land and water and an area of
exchange – a water landscape in itself opening up for
examination of the dynamic and relational interactions
between site and program. By travelling in a deviated
manner to literally thicken the line, we accessed an
important part of the islands’ water landscapes in terms
of their dynamics, relations to other parts of the water
landscape system, and their atmospheres as explored by
visitors and fisher(wo)men.

Visiting the ravines, the lofty Barranco de Santos in
Santa Cruz in Tenerife, and the gently sloping Los
Valles valley in Lanzarote we were impressed by the
manner of cultivation of the ravine and its terraces and
infrastructures. Either for public spaces and facilities or
for agriculture, and insofar as how the relationships
between topography and human practices also reveal
atmospheres of breath-taking spaces, tamed danger,
courageous building culture (Santa Cruz), or
atmospheres of paradise, the fertilised desert land,
courageous earth work and terracing (Los Valles). And
in our travel towards the volcanoes in the centre of the
islands, our samples of geologic and botanic valley
materials support the atmospheres of the wilder desert and of the fertile and managed areas closer to the coast.

Prompts most often were found to relate to regimes of cultivation predicated on water availability and landscape management which to our gradually knowing eyes was all revealed in the patterned, constructed and piped water infrastructure embedded across the island landscapes. And it was possible to regard the migration of the forms of agricultural landscape management; the use of stone to form extensive terraces to provide enough ground to farm and to live on, and the water management tanks, aqueducts and channels into the designed landscapes of the city and its public infrastructures. These shifts in use as transareal transformations make use of the former structures, materials, and other site aspects traced directly in the genesis of the new. We sought to record these dynamic and relational characters through abstract models and drawings supplemented by photographs as a means to capture phenomena that caught our attention; elements which later appeared to play a role in the water landscape site-program of design exchange.

DISCUSSION: THE TRAVELLING TRANSECT AS METHOD

As we transected island after island we were able to identify a pattern of approach that we seemed to repeat in each place. By means of travelling we slowly determined an idea of the regional water landscape structure, reading the ridges and valleys and at the same time studying local projects. The local projects both informed our understanding over the overall conditions, at the same time providing us with sensorial inputs. The locally situated projects opened up a direct understanding of the regional conditions and their translation into a site while at the same time they constituted a network of projects. This trans-scalar approach relating project to project and project to the overall spatial and climatic entities could only be captured by means of movement. As this understanding is gradually built up we sought to capture these relations and dynamics through making on-site models and sketches aided by structuring the photographs in a sequence of travel to record the material presence under foot in collaboration with the middle and distant landscape as contextual prompt.

Application of the various tools while transecting, in order to capture the relational, the dynamic, and the atmospheric of water landscapes, confirmed some of our research and methodological expectations and tested others. We had to distinguish between firstly the relational being spatial - the relations between objects - and second, trans-scalar - the relation between overall structures, functions and forces, site and program. In the first case the model was an excellent tool, while trans-scalar relationships could partly be represented by sketches and models. Dynamic change over time - cycles and flows - is traced on site, through the camera and the sketch. Atmospheres as spatial, haptic and temporal conditions typically were the most difficult to record through experiments with modeling and photography, both sequential freeze frame and video capture. However, we find that much knowledge is produced ‘in between’ the tools or in their intersection.

![Figure 5-6: sample Canarystect itineraries, actually travelled, for the North-South transect of Tenerife, and for the urban Barranco de Santos in Santa Cruz de Tenerife](image)

We set out with the idea of the transect knowing that pre-knowledge enabled us to define the itinerary, and that we would intentionally allow serendipity to change our itinerary on site if our attention was captured by something that deviated us. On this experimental transect research trip, it became clear that the deviation is what generates new knowledge. Future transects drawn from our fieldwork knowledge, would again be enticed to deviate, confirming our method as open-ended, producing evolutionary, never complete knowledge.

This is the source of the method defined as the deviant transect. As in Humboldt’s ‘tropic(al) constructions’ (Ette 2012), the shift between the plan and the on-site experience enables us to discover. No shift means no discovery but only confirmation of pre-knowledge. The shift, or the trope, in Ette’s words, is border crossing, leaping forward. The shift depends on the researchers’ knowledge and interests, their moves, motion and emotion. It depends on WHO travels, as the knowledge generated each time and by each person will never be
the same. And if it is a team that travels, evolving from the pre-knowledge every research collaborator brings, in an iterative combination of many interpretations of experiences found while travelling towards a new common archipelago of knowing and thinking.
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